Tech Hockey Team Battles Two Teams

Team Plays Bowdoin Here Today And Then Meets Colby Here Tomorrow

In an attempt to continue its record-three-game-winning streak, the Beaver hockey team meets Bowdoin this noon, Friday, and Colby tomorrow. Both contests will take place at the Boston Arena.

Already this season, after dropping their first two games to Boston University and Harvard, the Beavers defeated Brown, Northeastern and Army in consecutive engagements. There is every indication that wins are in order this weekend. Neither Colby nor Bowdoin are as strong as Tech and the Engineers.

Paul Schneider, Co-Captain of the hockey team, was the outstanding man of the game. He led the charge twice to overcome leads piled up by the hoopmen hit their stride; baskets held the score. In the second half, the first half when a spurt by Tech tied the game within striking distance.

From the shadows of defeat, a fight for Tech was Co-Captain Paul Schneider, Katz and Cramer bringing up the rear. Paul Schneider and Wright put the game away with Schneider tying the score, but a hoop from Schneider, Katz and Cramer bringing the team within striking distance.

The outstanding man of the game was Paul Schneider, Co-Captain of the Tech basketball team. Although Clark pulled away from the Engineers, a Clark University team, and went on to win in an extra period by a score of 36-34, the game was played last Wednesday night in the Hague Gym. It was the first victory for the Engineers.

Paul Schneider, Co-Captain of the hockey team, was the outstanding man of the floor by scoring 15 points. The Clark team jumped to an early lead which they held to the end of the first half when a spurt by Tech tied the score. In the second half, the Clark team pulled away from the Engineers and at one time held a 12 point lead. With six minutes to go, the hoopmen hit their stride; baskets by Schneider, Katz and Cramer bringing the team within striking distance. Then, with two minutes to go, baskets by Schneider tied the score, but a few seconds later Clark again forged ahead and held this lead with thirty seconds to go. With Clark in possession of the ball, things looked black, but Co-Captain Hansbein took the ball away from a Clark man and Wright scored on a beautiful pivot shot.

Schneider Again

In the extra period, baskets by Schneider and Wright put the game on the ice.

Veteran Jim Edwards tells why tobacco experts prefer Luckies 2 to 1...

"I recently sold 489,000 pounds of tobacco in one 1/4 hour day," says Mr. J. N. Edwards of Farmville, North Carolina.

"There was a buyer, naturally, for every one of those 489,000 pounds... but there was as much difference between the best grades and the inferior, as between a pretty girl and a homely one.

"At auction after auction, I've seen Lucky Steaks go after the priciest loss of tobacco. It's no wonder Luckies taste so good. We've smoked them since 1917."

"And another thing... even after youling tobacco bids all during a seven hour day, Luckies are still just as easy as ever on my throat."

Every Tobacco Shop offers you the finest tobacco plus the throat-protection of the exclusive process "It's Toasted." This process takes out certain irritants found in all tobaccos—soiled leaves.

Men who know tobacco from A-Z—experts like Mr. Edwards—are uniformly good judges of cigarettes... Sworn records show that, among independent tobacco experts, Luckies come up twice as often as any other cigarettes combined.